christa könig the meaning of an utterance depends to a certain amount on information given in the linguistic and extra linguistic context. i will briefly introduce a few markers which are of importance in the coding of the information structure as discussed in the present paper. among them are the topic marker má, the question marker kwá, and the negation markers |ōā or nǁȁn.
in the W2 dialect, the topic marker má is obligatory in certain clause types. among them are declarative clauses, such as (1.a). the topic marker má has been grammaticalized to a kind of subject case marker. it is still used as a productive topic marker, in that a topicalized participant appears clause initially with má being placed at the end of the topicalized participant (see 1.d). in certain areas which are more connected to the focal domain, the topic marker does not appear, among them are imperatives (see 1.e), other expressions of deontic modality, questions (see 1.b), and subordinate clauses preceding the main clause. the topic marker is expanding its use in that these restrictions are being given up by some speakers.1 Sentence questions are formed by the question marker kwá (often reduced to á), which appears in the second position of a clause (see 1.b). tense and aspect information, if expressed, appears before the verb in the order adverb-negation-aspect-tense-verb (see 1.c).
(1.a) càālò má cŋ̏ gǁú calo top drink water calo is drinking water (1.b) càālò á ā cŋ̏ gǁú calo q prog drink water is calo drinking water?
(1.c) càālò má xāŋ� |ōa a cŋ̏ gǁú calo top then neg prog drink water calo is then not drinking water (1.d) gǁú má càālò cŋ̏ water top calo drink as for the water, calo drinks it (1.e) cŋ̏ drink drink!
